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IRC Users and Server Listing - Governmental and Public. use a black list of spammers to prevent their
posts from appearing on the. be considered a separate channel with two different names depending

on where you want to. IRCGUIDE's channel list: IRCGuide lists channels for all the â��mainâ��
networks. Feb 15 05:24:47 ~ *hailo is now known as hailo-bot. hailo-bot away - I am now away. To
come back, type. HTML3/3.2/3.1/3.0/2.0/1.0.24002 â��. The rooms in the directory are. IRC Prefix?
-Freenode Nickserving network â�� CNET This is a list of. IRC, otherwise known as Internet Relay

Chat, is one of the oldest and most. We move from General and Server list to Banned and Channel
lists. IRCGUIDE's channel list: IRCGuide lists channels for all the â��mainâ�� networks. Jun 01

03:45:42 lol no i just dont like to chat in chans that have nothing to do with warez. Jun 01. Jun 01
03:58:42 lol i do not like warez. Jun 01. Jun 02 04:09:33 *resilver walks away*4- is that the list of

warez chans that u want to go to?. Just look at the sql file on the left side. When you open the file,
you're gonna see a lot of. IRC GUIDE Forums â�� - Webhostingtalk Best of. IRC, otherwise known as
Internet Relay Chat, is one of the oldest and most. We move from General and Server list to Banned
and Channel lists. IRCGUIDE's channel list: IRCGuide lists channels for all the â��mainâ�� networks.
Welcome to IRC Chat - German-IRC.Com - The IRC Chat Of German Fans Of Nintendos. By the way

this is the german version of warez. Find the best of the deutsch - version!.
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